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I. Introduction
This release of CYBER (1.19) includes a number of changes and enhancements in the system that affect the provider
community, as well as PerformCare staff.
The Face Sheet of a youth’s record has been enhanced so that the address fields on the Demographics tab, as well as in
the Additional Address area, are clearly labeled, indicating exactly what should be entered into each field. The
Additional Address area has also been stream-lined so that the types of addresses that are available for selection are
those that are used most frequently in the system; those that were not used have been removed.
New progress notes have been added to the system for PerformCare and provider use. One, HIPAA Instruction, will be
used by PerformCare staff to house certain sensitive information such as contact information in the case of domestic
violence. Other progress notes added are service line specific.
The Medications tab of the youth’s record is now a fully functional area, where providers can record the medications
that a youth is currently taking; this area is also accessible via the Medications accordion of a Treatment Plan so that
users can associate existing medication information with a new Treatment Plan.
Needs Assessments with Biopsychosocial were affected in a previous CYBER release; those that had been saved or
submitted did not display all of the information that was entered into the Assessment. These Assessments are now
going to be considered “Legacy” BPS Assessments; this change will allow the system to display all of the information
from the Assessment in the print version of the document.
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II. Accessing CYBER
Users must first log-into CYBER with their Login Name and Password. The log-in screen can be found via the
PerformCare website – www.performcarenj.org.
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III. Face Sheet Enhancements
Each youth’s record contains a Face Sheet, which is the main screen that appears once a user accesses a youth’s record.
The Face Sheet will open to the Demographics tab.

The address fields on the Demographics tab have been changed so that it is clear to the user what information should be
entered in each area. The changes are:




Address 1 is now Current Street Address of Youth
Address 2 is now Apt #, Building #, Floor, etc.
Address 3 is now Special Address Instructions
o There is a sticky note associated with this field instructing the user what should be entered here. When
the user clicks on the “?” icon, the following text will display;
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Users will also notice that, when entering a zip code that has multiple cities associated with it, when the selection box
appears it will now include the county of the city listed.

All of the other fields in the top area of the Demographics tab remain the same.
The Additional Address area at the bottom of the tab has been changed so that anytime a user adds a new additional
address, the address fields match the ones listed on the Demographics tab. Users will also notice that changes have
been made to the “Type of Address” drop-down menu.

The option for parent/legal guardian mailing address has been renamed to “Parent/Legal Guardian Address”. There
have also been three options removed that were not being utilized in the system – Authorization Override, Billing
Address and Mailing Label.
An additional option for “Shelter” has been added; this was done so that if the youth’s current address from the Face
Sheet was a shelter but needs to be changed, there is now an appropriate place to house the shelter information in the
Additional Address area so that it’s not lost.
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IV. New Progress Notes
Three new progress notes have been added to CYBER; one is specifically for PerformCare use and will be viewable by all
users except Office of Adolescent Services and Adolescent Housing Hub users.
The first progress note, which will be available for use by PerformCare staff, is called HIPAA Instructions.
This note will be utilized to document certain sensitive information such as contact information in the case of domestic
violence, or special instructions regarding disclosure of information. Once this progress note type is committed to the
youth’s record, an indication of the presence of this note type can be found on the Progress Note button in the youth’s
record (located on the left-side of the record).

The other progress notes that have been added to the system are as follows:




Treatment Home Stabilization Request Progress Note – Used by Treatment Home providers to document their
collaboration with the CME to discuss and determine the need for time limited IIC services to address the
stabilization needs of a youth.
Treatment Home Stabilization Summary Progress Note – Treatment Home providers will be required to submit
this note type upon completion of the 8 week (or 12 week) stabilization period, briefly describing the outcome
of the services.
o For more information on the use of the two Stabilization notes, please see the “Instructional Guide for
Treatment Home Stabilization Progress Notes” posted on the PerformCare website.
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V. The Medications Tab
The Medications tab of the youth’s record, found on the left-side of the youth’s record, is now a functional area of the
system and will house a list of medications either manually entered here or entered via a Treatment Plan.

Clicking on the “Add Medication” button at the upper right-hand corner of the window will open up the Add/Edit
Medication for Treatment screen.
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The user will enter the medication name, prescriber, frequency and reported date (which is the date the medication use
was reported to the user). The Created Date is automatically entered by the system as the current date. Clicking the
Accept button will create a record on the Existing Medications on File grid for the youth.
When the user is creating a new Treatment Plan, they will find the new “Add Medications” button in the Medications
accordion.

Clicking on this button will bring up the Add/Edit Medications for Treatment window.
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The top grid, Available Medications, will list the medications that are currently in the youth’s record (those that have
been entered in the last 365 days); these may have been added manually using the above-listed process or they may
have been added via another Treatment Plan.
To associate a current medication to the Treatment Plan, the user must select a record in the top grid by single-clicking
on it and then clicking on the “Associate” button at the bottom of the window. Doing so will take the medication record
and bring it to the bottom grid, Associated Medications. If the association was done in error, the user can use the
Remove button to take the medication off of the Treatment Plan. Users can also add new medications from this window
using the Add button.
Please note: if the user adds a new medication from this window they will need to associate it to the Treatment
Plan in order for it to appear on the Plan; the medication will not be automatically added to the Plan. New
medications added here will also appear on the Medications tab of the youth’s Face Sheet once the Treatment
Plan has been approved.
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VI. Treatment Plan – Supports Attendance Accordion Enhancements
Each Treatment Plan in the system will have small changes to what was previously titled the Supports Attendance
accordion; it has been renamed the Supports Attendees accordion.

When the user adds an attendee to the accordion, they will see the following window open;

A change has been made to the “How Notified’ menu – Email, Phone, Mail and Fax are now the available options. The
rest of the window continues to operate as it did in previous CYBER releases.
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VII. Legacy BPS Reports
The Needs Assessment with Biopsychosocial was updated in a previous CYBER release; this update made changes to the
Assessment that made viewing the old data challenging. Not all of the information populated the document
appropriately.
Because of this issue, a legacy system has been put in place so that users can now view the BPS using the print report
functionality. To be considered a legacy BPS Assessment, the Assessment must have been created prior to August 28,
2012.
In order to view a legacy BPS Assessment, users must first navigate to the youth’s Treatment Plans and Assessments grid
in their CYBER record; it may be helpful to sort the grid by clicking on the column heading for Assessment Type in order
to locate the appropriate BPS Assessment.

Double-clicking on the legacy BPS will bring the user to the Reports tab; the user will first see the following systemgenerated message –

The Report will then load into the window.

It is recommended that the user export the report to another format, such as PDF, prior to printing; printing from CYBER
is possible but can be time-consuming.
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